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Return to splendour for Gairo restaurant

The Saraya Gallery restaurant is located in

the historical part of the Cairo Marriott and
the procession of three grand rooms runs
across the front of the hotel adjacent to the
garden, When the hotel was first estab-
lished, two large towers were bu lt on either
side of A Gezrra Palace, which remarns the
central part of the hotel and still contains
rooms from the former royal residence, in-
c uding the Saraya Gallery. For HBA Lon-
don, which specialises in hospitality interior
design worldwide, the design concept was
to return this area to a sumptuous version of
its original beauty and make it once again
the social hub of Cairo.

The architect of the palace, bullt around
1869, was inspired by the Alhambra in

Spain, and the design team sought to keep
the style of these grand high rooms authen-
tic while creating a setting for the restaurant
that was on a par with the quality found in

other parts of the hotel. The malority of the
materials used in the 290 m2footprint were
regionally sourced. "The palace is very
much vrewed as a historical treasure, so be-
ing a part of the Saraya Gallery's renovation
was something which inspired cultural pride
Therefore, it was important to us that as
many of the wonderfully talented craftspeo
ple from the area were involved with this
project as possible," stated Sibylle Eber-
hard, senior designer at HBA London.

For example, the thick and plush 100% wool
area rugs were hand{ufted by carpet spe-
cialist OW Hospitality (formerly known as
Oriental Weavers) whose global head office
is in London, the work being carried out in

its enormous Cairo workshop where experts
can create almost any kind of carpet, HBA
arranged for an Arabic bookstore ln London
to source a collection of patterns for the car
pet designs and OW modjfied these to suit

what could realistically be accomplished
within the constrarnts of carpet making, and
then configured them to the room layouts,

The rugs were made entirely by hand - the
largest being a 5,49 x 9,03 m L shaped rug
that took one person 35 days to tuft. Getting
precisely the right colours was especially
important to complement the vivid hues of
the ceiling and walls, and the yarns were in-
fused wth colourfast, environmentally safe
dyes to create pure, saturated tones.

All the furniture was custom fabricated in the
region and upholstered with luxurious fab-
rics from Europe, lncluding ltalian leathers.
Three large brass chandeliers repLicating
antique versions have been made for use
alongside the originals, and new timber pel-
mets carved for two windows to match exist-
ing. An ornate 1 9th century f resco on the
high ceiling provided the colour palette and
patterns for ihe renovated interiors scheme.
The ceiling itself, which has been wel pre-
served over the ages, benefits from a new
lighting design that both highlights it and
dramatically changes ihe entire space,

The attention to detail covers every aspect
from uniforms to flower arrangements and
stitching details showing the restaurant's ini-
tials on chairs, to custom table settings, all
the way to the carefully restored antiques
which are so prominent in the design, to
bring a cohesive harmony to the overall
scheme. HBA London worked closely with
Egypt's Supreme Council of Antjquities to
be sure that anything of historical signifi-
cance was not harmed and to receive its

approval for the design and materials used.
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